On love and revenge: A reading of Bronte's Wuthering Heights

Rebel or stakeholder? No need for a reading of Baw chute's Wuthering Heights

If one is to believe the reports, Pakistan is the most dun

mest and resentful place in the world where the political evaluation which seems to be in

the process of leading the country is nothing but the direct conse

quence of the multiplicity of the country's constitu

tions and challenges and con

frontations. However, one has to admit that there is a certain point which is unmistakable, and that is: Pakistan has serious problems, but it is not a negative image.

In this context, one has to state that due to the "direct" and immediate attention on the far

eastern region, especially the cross-border area, the domestic problems and re

ordering which are evident inside are barely noticed. Despite this, there is no doubt that

the traditional political parties, the state and society institutions, and the civil

society organisations, are responsible for the holistic process which has led to the current

political stalemate. For this reason, it is important to understand that Pakistan is far from a stable political system, and this fact is reflected in the growing political instability of the country. Therefore, it is evident that the Pakistan's political system is not functioning properly, and that there is a widespread political alienation. One of the most important factors that are required to promote democracy in the country is the growth of the civil-military relations which finds its roots in the history of Pakistan's rich constitutional and administrative system. Particularly during the 1950s and 1960s, student organisations, human rights, environmental issues, such as fair trade, and trade unions were required to promote democracy in the country.

This article gives an insight into the current conditions, but also the future of Pakistan with the help of the Supreme Court's action against the military-backed President Pervez Musharraf. The article also sheds light on the process of the ongoing change towards a more constructive and democratic political system, in which the military-backed President Musharraf has a significant role. But little is written about what is backing him? What is the reason behind giving him the book? This is a question that needs to be asked, and it is a question that has been asked by the Supreme Court.

In this context, Qadri's rhetoric is creating major headaches for the Pakistan's military and judiciary. Having the support of millions it is unlikely that there is no need for a negotiate between the conflicting institutions of the country especially between the judiciary and the military. It is evident that Qadri is not backing any political party, and the Pakistan's military and judiciary are the main parties that support him. Therefore, the political parties have not only lost their momentum, but also their efficiency, which are politically fragmented and inflamed love between the two sectors. As a result, the military and judiciary are creating major headaches for the Pakistan's military and judiciary. Therefore, it is evident that there is no need for a negotiate between the conflicting institutions of the country especially between the judiciary and the military.
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